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INTRODUCTION 
An electromechanical reciprocity relation derived by Auld [1] has become a 
powerful tool for modeling many ultrasonic NDE experiments. Auld's relation has also 
served as the foundation for developing more explicit models of ultrasonic systems, such as 
the quasi-plane wave measurement model of Thompson and Gray [2], which has been used 
for a variety of quantitative calibration, classification, and flaw sizing applications. Here, 
we will develop a relationship similar to that of Auld's but using simpler mechanical 
reciprocity relations. One side benefit of this mechanical reciprocity approach will be an 
explicit statement of the manner in which ultrasonic transducers are mechanically reciprocal 
to one another. 
AULD'S RELATION 
Consider a general immersion testing setup as shown in Fig. 1. In 1979, Auld [1] 
derived a relationship, based on a general electromechanical reciprocity principle, that 
expressed the measured signals received from a flaw in such a configuration in terms of two 
wavefield solutions surrounding that flaw. The first of those solutions, which we will call 
state (1), is due to transducer 1 firing and the flaw (Sf) present, while the second solution, 
which we will call state (2), is due to transducer 2 firing and the flaw is absent ( Sf = 0). 
Auld's relation for this problem is then 
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Auld's Relation 
(1) 
where or == r(sf) -r(sf = 0) and r(sf) is the transmission coefficient for a fundamental 
electrical mode traveling in the receiving transducer cable when the flaw is present while 
r( Sf = 0) is the transmission coefficient in that cable when the flaw is absent. The 
difference, or, can thus be related directly to the received (voltage) signal in a given setup. 
The quantities t~l)nk and vel) are the traction vector and velocity, respectively, for state (1), 
while t~2)nk and V(2) are the corresponding quantities for state (2). Finally, P is the (driving) 
electrical power, and Sr is any surface that encloses the flaw (Fig. 1). 
MECHANICAL RECIPROCITY 
To obtain a relation similar to Eq. (1) using only mechanical reciprocity relations, it 
is convenient to consider first the immersion configuration shown in Fig. 1 where two point 
sources of pressure act (one at a time) in the fluid. In either case, assuming harmonic 
disturbances with exp(-iwt) time dependency, the pressure in the fluid must satisfy 
Helmholtz's equation 
2 0/ V p+-p==-j 
c2 1 
where OJ is the frequency, c1 is the wavespeed, and j is the body force. 
Fig. 1 An immersion testing configuration. 
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(2) 
When a source is acting at x,,(a = 1,2), the pressure depends on not only the source 
itself, which can be considered to be a delta function body force tenn acting at x"' 0 Xa ' but 
also on the configuration C,,(a = 1,2) of the material within S., the surface of the body 
being tested. We take p(ll(x,wIOx,;Cl ), the pressure at x when source at Xl is present and 
the body is in configuration Cl , to correspond to the pressure in state (1) and take 
p2 (x, wi 0 x,; C2 ), the pressure at x from a point source at x2 when the body is in 
configuration C2 , to correspond to the pressure in state (2). The body force tenns 
corresponding to these two states are then 
I'll =O(x-xJ. 
(3) 
Since states (1) and (2) are both solutions to Eq. (2), they must satisfy the mechanical 
reciprocity relation given by [3] 
(4) 
where S = Se + S, + S, (Fig. 2). Note that the pressure is zero for both states at the free 
surface S, and the velocity is zero on the walls of the tank, S" for both states. Similarly, the 
tractions and normal velocity must be continuous on the surface Se of the elastic body being 
tested. Thus, applying the reciprocity relation to states (1) and (2) and using the sampling 
properties of the delta functions gives 
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Fig. 2 Point sources acting in an immersion testing configuration. 
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(5) 
where now the integration is only over the surface S. of the body. An immediate 
consequence that follows from Eq. (5) is that if the configurations of the tested body are the 
same in both states, i.e. Cl = C2 = C, then the integral over S. must vanish. This is true 
since the fields for both states (1) and (2) must satisfy the same homogeneous equations of 
motion inside Se [3]. In this case, Eq. (5) reduces to simply a statement of the well-known 
fact that two point sources are reciprocal, i.e. 
Point Source Reciprocity 
(6) 
where we have dropped the superscripts denoting the state on the pressure terms since the 
arguments define explicitly the states involved here. 
Eq. (6) also lets us write the reciprocity relation of Eq. (5) as 
(7) 
If we now take configuration Cl to be the body with the flaw present (Sf) and configuration 
C2 to be the body with the flaw absent (Sf = 0), then following the same steps as Auld [1], 
the integral over Se can be replaced by an integral over a surface Sr that encloses the flaw 
(which could be taken as the flaw surface itself, if so desired) and we obtain 
(8) 
At this stage, the left hand side of Eq. (8) represents the difference in pressures evaluated at 
point x2 when the flaw is present or absent, respectively, for a point source acting at Xl' 
However, we wish to tum this point source and point received response (Fig. 2) into the 
case where there are finite aperture sending and receiving transducers as shown in Fig. 1. 
We can do this by modeling a sending transducer Ta(a = 1,2) as a finite aperture containing 
xa (a = 1,2), respectively, and treating a transducer response as a sum of point sources 
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(using the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integral [4]) with non-unifonn aperture velocity 
distributions v(xa ) = voawa(xa )(a = 1,2), where vOa is a constant velocity amplitude and 
Wa (xa ) are non-dimensional functions which define the distribution over the aperture. 
Then, if we define C(x,mITaw·;C) to be any response G (such as pressure, traction, 
velocity, etc.) at a general point x (which can be in the fluid or the solid) due to a 
transducer Ta,C can be written, using Rayleigh-Sommerfeld theory, as 
C(x,mITaw·;C) = -2i~IVoa I wa(xa)C(x,mlox.;C)dS(xa) (9) 
s,.. 
Similarly, we define the received response at a transducer Ta (due to a point source acting 
at x fJ (f3 = 1,2) to be the (weighted) average received response 
C(Tawal(\ ;C) = -}-) wa(xa )C( xa,ml (\ ;C)dS(x) 
To: ra 
(10) 
where note that we have assumed that weighting function used for a transducer in modeling 
the reception process the same as the weighting function used for the transducer acting as a 
sender. Finally, the (weighted) average received response at transducer Ta due to 
transducer TfJ can be defined, again using Rayleigh-Sommerfeld theory, as 
With these definitions and the reciprocity of point sources (Eq. (6)), it then follows directly 
that two transducers are also reciprocal in the sense that 
Transducer Reciprocity 
(12) 
i.e. the total force received from transducer ~ due to transducer 7; firing in configuration 
C with a unit velocity amplitude is the same as the total force received by transducer 7; due 
to transducer ~ firing with a unit velocity amplitude in that same configuration. In many 
ultrasonic modeling studies, it is assumed that a sending transducer acts as piston (constant 
velocity) source and a receiving transducer responds to the (unweighted) average received 
pressure. Under those assumptions we have simply wa = l(a = 1,2) on both transmission 
and reception so that piston transducers are always reciprocal in this manner. For 
nonuniform transducers, however, reciprocity in the sense of Eq. (12) does require that the 
appropriate weighting functions used during transmission and reception are the same. 
MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL/MECHANICAL RELATIONS 
If we now combine Eq. (8) with the definitions contained in Eqs. (9)-(11) it follows 
that 
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Mechanical Relation 
(13) 
where the tractions and velocities have all been normalized: 
(14) 
Equation (13) is a purely mechanical form of Auld's relation, since it relates average 
received pressure to the mechanical wavefields surrounding the flaw. If both sides ofEq. 
(13) are multiplied by the transducer area ST2 then Eq. (13) becomes a relationship between 
the output force at the receiving transducer in terms of the input velocity VOl at the 
transmitter. This mechanical input-output relationship could then be coupled to 
electromechanical models of the transducers [4] and pulser-receiver to produce an explicit 
model of the entire ultrasonic measurement system. However, here we will take a simpler 
"black box" approach for incorporating the electrical components of the system. First, we 
assume that the received voltage frequency response, Yo (ro), due to flaw is proportional to 
the corresponding received average pressure, i.e. 
(15) 
and we take the transmitter velocity amplitude, VOl' proportional to the input voltage 
frequency response, V. (ro), of the pulser-receiver: 
(16) 
Then, if we define a total "efficiency" factor on transmission and reception, f3( ro), to be 
(17) 
we find, like Auld's relation, an explicit relationship between the measured electrical flaw 
signals and the fields surrounding the flaw: 
ElectricallMechanical Relation 
v, (ro) = f3(ro) J{1(1)(X rolT.w'·S)n .v(2)(x ro1T w2·S = 0) 
o 2S k 8' I' f k 8' 2' f 
T2 S,. 
(18) 
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Although all the unknown electromechanical properties of the transducers and pulser-
receiver have been lumped into the single "black box" efficiency parameter f3( ro), Eq. (18) 
is in a useful form since f3(ro) can be characterized experimentally for a given ultrasonic 
system from a number of reference scattering setups [5]. Thus, Eq. (18) provides a 
practical basis for studying flaw scattering processes and for obtaining flaw properties [2]. 
SUMMARY 
We have shown how mechanical reciprocity relations can be used to generate a 
general ultrasonic model (Eq. (18» which is identical in structure to Auld's relation and 
have also presented a purely mechanical version of the same relation (Eq. (13». The 
derivation also shows the manner in which ultrasonic transducers are mechanically 
reciprocal to one another. This model, like Auld's relation, can also be reduced to a more 
explicit ultrasonic measurement model of the type derived by Thompson and Gray [21, but 
details of that reduction process will not be given here. 
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